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WIZARDS, MASKS, AND METAGNOSIS

Wizards, Masks, and
Metagnosis: Is the Pandemic
Truly Changing Us?
Danielle Spencer

How has the pandemic changed us, and what tools might we use to
understand these changes?

context a mask can signal any number of things, from health status
intersection of global, federal, state, and local guidance and regula
has often been symbolized by masking (western gunslingers, superhero
vigilantes, bank robbers), such a stance is now more likely struck by
refusing to mask in the face of policy. How might the mask represent
for further transformation?
derstood as an experience of metagnosis
experience of learning something new about oneself when the “some
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had considerable diagnostic expansion—they may feel an attenuation
neurotypical bias of such pathological designations.
Because these experiences often provoke a change in knowledge,
“metagnosis” literally means changed-knowledge
Metagnosis: Revelatory Narratives of Health and Identity
fulcrum which generatively illuminates and destabilizes the balance
between our bodies, lived experience, the material world, and the
social constructions we deploy.1 Beyond individual diagnoses, it can
illuminate experiences such as genetic revelations of biological parentage
and geographic origin as well as broader realizations, such as societal
reckoning with the longstanding disease of systemic racism. When it
the pandemic—it, too, can be understood as metagnosis, as it reveals
ideologies, vulnerabilities, and attitudes which may not have been
visible but were likely there all along.
nostic moments might it reveal? Beyond their functional purpose, masks
often symbolize professional identity. The physician memoir genre, for
example, exhibits a persistent pattern of masking/unmasking, hiding
and revealing. This theme is made explicit in titles such as Behind the
Mask, Life Behind the Mask, Man Behind the Mask, View from Behind the
Mask, Voice from Behind the Mask.2
memoirs are by surgeons (who do wear masks while performing sur
gery) and all on this list are by men. Here the mask represents the
barrier between physician and patient which these accounts tantaliz
ingly promise to pull aside, showing the wizard behind the curtain.
As surgeon Paul Ruggieri describes in his 2012 Confessions of a Surgeon:
The Good, the Bad, and the Complicated . . . Life Behind the O.R. Doors:

you to meet the person behind the surgical mask.”3
Physician memoirs display this masking/unmasking trope in their
cover imagery as well—explicitly, with a masked physician’s face, or
suggestively, by only showing part of the body, masking the rest, or

X’s” 1965 Intern
pital practice that has ever been”4), this prevailing pattern of hiding
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the mask” game.5
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Figure 1. Physician memoir covers exhibiting the masking/occluding theme, from
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The memoirs’ content is as redundant as their covers. Recent
epidemic” of “training tales.”6 These accounts typically follow a pre
dictable quest narrative7: (1) The protagonist enters health care with
idealism and commitment, then (2) experiences a bewildering initia
tion, characterized by confusion, disorientation, imposter syndrome,
humiliation, fatigue, and physical degradation, resulting in a painful
loss of idealism and feelings of betrayal, increasing desensitization,
by proxy, and undergo a humbling and epiphanic experience about
the essential humanity of doctors and patients, which enables them to
(4) practice medicine with greater empathy and caring.8
How might metagnosis help to fathom the masking/unmask
covers’ Frankensteinian images of body parts represent the radical

created by modern medical training and practice, with its hubris,

a lone enlightened doctor emerging from what has befallen him in
order to become a valiant savior and redeemer, following the arc of
I, Frankenstein

Blade Runner 2049).9 For Pollock this repetition of
10

symbolizes the removal of the mask only to put it back on again. The
metagnostic reveal—the mask drawn back, showing what was there

such.11 Given the generic repetitiveness of these narratives and their
covers, the revelation isn’t so much of the individual “person behind
the mask,” but that the physician is
repeated lesson we are instructed to draw from them, that “doctors
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are humans too, and illness is a key part of the human experience.”12
Life Behind the Mask, which purportedly “peels back
the mask that can separate the doctor from the human being.”13
This move reverses the classic metagnostic “tomato in the mir

unwelcome ontological shocker.14
a hospital bed only to learn that he is not human but an organic

But, beneath that, wires and circuits, miniaturized components, gleamed
stage valves.”15

but one’s entire conception of reality can be revealed as a fabrica
tion.16
achieve the converse: behind the robotic algorithmic skin of the mask
17

this revelation conveys not the individuality of the particular person
behind the mask, but instead recapitulates and reinforces the generic
anonymity of the masked covers and the masked role.
Perhaps this mask/unmask repetition compulsion comes down
to these authors worrying at an apparent paradox or contradiction:

18

sociolo
19

medical philosopher Richard Zaner’s power asymmetry, “not merely
a formality of socially instituted relationships, but an existential real
ity.”20
incompatible conceptual systems of biomedical and personal points of
view.21
with which the doctor observes the poisonous heart of things”22—and
that poisonous heart upon which it gazes so loquaciously. Certainly
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since to preserve and renew is almost as noble as to create”24) and
cyborg angels and insects—electric ants, of a sort—attempting a crude
narrator and the unmasked character without prompting a debilitating
cian narrator, occupying the patient role in stage three of the clinician
bildungsroman template—even temporarily or symbolically—challenges
the subject/object divide so integral to biomedicine. And perhaps we
simply don’t want
revealed as just a muggle.
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a metagnostic reveal of the person behind the mask without imme
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of their own embodied situatedness, and who have already forged
important exceptions to the generic trend.

by nurses, patient transporters, doctors, respiratory therapists—people
working in the hospitals, caring for the sick. They were posted on social
Queens, and from all around the world. A plea: Stay home. (And: Get
us the resources and support we need.)
fear, fatigue, and, for many, the trauma they will carry for the rest of

naked faces, their own broken skin.25 Humans—not superheroes, not
wizards. Humans, caring for other humans.
all the people. This pandemic may have wrought a newfound met
been bound to one another. The pandemic is also an apocalypse, in

them in those early days only because the city was so hushed. As the

noises of the street that one would suppose them to have stopped,
until they ring out again through the silent evening air.”26
rash of metagnosis, as we became freshly aware of our vulnerability,
inequity, and interrelation—conditions which have existed all along.
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as normalcy, health, ability, and disability, as well as the roles we
in apparent paradox—be it doctor/patient, mind/body, health/illness,
divine/human, skill/emotion, observer/observed, objective/subjective,
subject/object? As the noises of the street rise again, must we return
to the masking/unmasking repetition played out in physician mem
New England Journal of Medicine’s current essay
contest, which prompts clinicians to “write about the doctor behind
the curtain,” keeping the wizard in his place?27
the wizard was just a human—a wise human, even, and one who

and fractured physician represented on the memoir covers always had
them, too. As do we all.
spirits. And let us take the opportunity, with the metagnostic reveal of
our shared humanity and vulnerability, to truly change these masks,
these roles, and health care writ large.
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Treacy, Behind the Mask
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